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Abstract
This paper investigates vector optimization problems with objective and the constraints are multi-
functions. By using a special scalarization function introduced in optimization by Hiriart-Urruty, we
establish optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange–Fritz–John and Lagrange–Kuhn–Tucker mul-
tipliers. When all the data of the problem are subconvexlike we derive the results by Li, and hence
those of Lin and Corley. We also show how the generalized Moreau–Rockafellar type theorem to
multifunctions obtained recently by Lin can be derived from the well-known results in scalar opti-
mization. In the last, vector optimization problem in which objective and the constraints are defined
by multifunctions and depends on a parameter u, and the resulting value multifunctionM(u) are con-
sidered. With the help of the generalized Moreau–Rockafellar type theorem we establish the weak
subdifferential of M in terms of the weak subdifferential of objective and constraint multifunctions.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate vector optimization when, objective and the constraints
are set-valued maps. Such problem have been discussed by several authors. For example,
Gang [6] and Song [19] have studied the connectedness of efficient solution sets, Tanino
[23,24], Shi [18], Kuk et al. [8] have studied sensitivity analysis, Corley [4] established
optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange, Kuhn, and Tucker with convex data. Cor-
ley [5], Luc [12], Taa [21,22], Amahroq and Taa [2] obtained optimality conditions in
terms of some set-valued derivatives, Luc and Malivert [13] extend the concept of invex-
ity to set-valued maps and study optimality conditions in terms of contingent derivative
with invex data. Under metric regularity conditions, Amahroq and Taa [1] obtained opti-
mality conditions in terms of Lagrange–Kuhn–Tucker multipliers. When the data of the0022-247X/03/$ – see front matter  2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S0022-247X(03)00192-6
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Farkas–Minkowski type lemma to set-valued maps and established some optimality con-
ditions. His method depends heavily on the use of the separation theorem. When all the
data of the problem are subconvexlike Li [10] gives optimality conditions in terms of La-
grange, Kuhn, and Tucker by using a theorem of the alternative. The aim of this work is
threefold. First, after recalling the definition of the weak subdifferential of multifunctions
introduced by Sawaragi and Tanino [16], we establish a characterization of this subdif-
ferential by scalarization and we show how the above generalized Moreau–Rockafellar
type theorem to multifunctions can be derived from the well-known results of scalar op-
timization. Second, we establish optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange–Fritz–John
and Lagrange–Kuhn–Tucker multipliers for multiobjective optimization problems. Our
approach consists in using a special scalarization function introduced in optimization by
Hiriart-Urruty [7]. When all the data of the problem are subconvexlike we derive the results
by Li [10], and hence those of Lin [11] and Corley [4], as a consequence of our results.
Third, we have studied the subdifferential of optimal value multifunction of a perturbed
problem with objective and the constraints being set-valued maps.
This paper is organized in the following way: In Section 2, we give preliminary results.
In Section 3, after recalling the subdifferential of multifunctions introduced by Sawaragi
and Tanino [16], we establish a characterization of this subdifferential by scalarization. In
the last part of this section we show how the above generalized Moreau–Rockafellar type
theorem to multifunctions obtained by Lin [11] can be derived from the well-known re-
sults of scalar optimization. This result plays a crucial role in the last section. In Section 4,
by using a special scalarization function introduced in optimization by Hiriart-Urruty [7]
we establish optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange–Fritz–John and Lagrange–Kuhn–
Tucker multipliers for multiobjective optimization problems. When all the data of the
problem are subconvexlike we derive the results by Li [10], and hence those of Lin [11]
and Corley [4]. In the last section, we have studied the subdifferential of optimal value
multifunction of a perturbed problem with objective and the constraints being multifunc-
tions.
2. Preliminaries
Let F be a multifunction between Banach spaces X and Y and Y+ ⊂ Y be a pointed
(Y+ ∩−Y+ = {0}) closed convex cone with nonempty interior introducing a partial order
in Y . In the sequel we denote the domain (dom(F )), the graph (gr(F )) and the epigraph
(epi(F )) of F respectively by
dom(F ) := {x ∈X: F(x) 
= ∅},
gr(F ) := {(x, y) ∈X× Y : y ∈ F(x)},
epi(F ) := {(x, y) ∈X× Y : y ∈ F(x)+ Y+}.
Let us denote by F + Y+ the multifunction from X into Y defined by
(F + Y+)(x)= F(x)+ Y+ for all x ∈X.
It is easy to see that gr(F + Y+)= epi(F ).
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F(V )=
⋃
x∈V
F (x).
Let A be a nonempty subset of Y and y ∈ A. y is said to be a Pareto (respectively,
a weak Pareto) minimal point of A with respect to Y+ if
(A− y)∩ (−Y+)= {0}(
respectively, (A− y)∩ (− IntY+)= ∅);
here Int denotes the topological interior. We shall denote by Min(A) the set of all Pareto
minimal points of A and by W.Min(A) the set of all weak Pareto minimal points of A. Let
C be a nonempty subset of X and consider the problem
(P ) Minimize F(x) subject to x ∈C ∩G−(−Z+),
where G is a multifunction from X into a Banach space Z, Z+ ⊂ Z is a closed convex
cone with nonempty interior and G−(−Z+) is the subset of X defined by
G−(−Z+) := {x ∈X: G(x)∩−Z+ 
= ∅}.
Let E denotes the set of all feasible points for problem (P ), i.e., E := C ∩G−(−Z+).
A point (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ E is said to be a local (respectively, a weak local) Pareto
minimal point with respect to Y+ of the problem (P ) if there exists a neighborhood V of
x such that
y ∈MinF(V ∩E)(
respectively, y ∈ W.MinF(V ∩E)).
This means that for all x ∈ V ∩E
F(x)⊂ y + (Y \−Y+)∪ {0}(
respectively, F (x)⊂ y + Y \− IntY+).
A point (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈E is a global (respectively, a weak global) Pareto minimal
point with respect to Y+ of (P ) if
y ∈MinF(E)(
respectively, y ∈ W.MinF(E)).
Definition 2.1. Let C ⊂X be a convex set. The multifunction F is said to be Y+-convex
on C if for any x1, x2 ∈ C, λ ∈ [0,1]
λF(x1)+ (1− λ)F (x2)⊂ F
(
λx1 + (1− λ)x2
)+ Y+.
It has been proved by Taa [22] that if C is convex and if the multifunction F is Y+-
convex on C then (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ C is a local weak Pareto minimal point of (P )
if and only if is a global weak Pareto minimal point of (P ).
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said to be Y+-subconvexlike on C if ∃u ∈ IntY+, ∀x1, x2 ∈C, ∀λ ∈ [0,1], ∀ > 0, ∃z ∈C
such that
u+ λF(x1)+ (1− λ)F (x2)⊂ F(z)+ Y+.
It has been proved in [9] that F is Y+-subconvexlike onC if and only if F(C)+ Int(Y+)
is convex. If C is convex and if F is Y+-convex on C then it easy to see that F is Y+-
subconvexlike on C.
Let us introduce the following notion which is a slight extension of Definition 2.2.
Definition 2.3. A multifunction F from X into Y is said to be Y+-nearly subconvexlike on
C ⊂X if
Cl
[
F(C)+ IntY+]
is convex, where Cl is the topological closure.
It is obvious that if F is Y+-subconvexlike, then F is Y+-nearly subconvexlike on C.
However, the converse is not true, i.e., an Y+-nearly subconvexlike multifunction is not
necessarily Y+-subconvexlike.
In all what follows, we use a special function introduced in optimization by Hiriart-
Urruty [7]. This function has nice properties which allow us to scalarize the problem (P ).
For a subset S of Y , this function is defined by
∆S(y) := dS(y)− dY\S(y),
where dS(.) is the usual distance function
dS(y)= inf
{‖u− y‖: u ∈ S}.
Before recalling properties of the function ∆S , let us recall also the following concepts
which will be used in the sequel. Let f from X into R be a function locally Lipschitzian at
x ∈X. The Clarke directional derivative f o(x; .) of f at x in the direction h is defined by
f o(x;h)= lim sup
(t,x)→(0+,x)
t−1
[
f (x + th)− f (x)],
and the Clarke subdifferential ∂of (x) of f at x is defined by
∂of (x)= {x∗ ∈X∗: 〈x∗, h〉 f o(x;h) for all h ∈X},
where X∗ is the topological dual of X. Let A be a subset of X. The Clarke tangent cone
T (A;x) to A at a point x ∈ A is the set of all vectors h ∈ X such that for all (xn)→ x
in A, (tn) ↓ 0 there exists (hn)→ h in X with xn + tnhn ∈ A for all n ∈N. We know that
(see [3] and [14]) that doA(x;h)= 0⇔ h ∈ T (A;x). The polar cone N(A;x) of T (A;x) is
called the normal cone and defined by
N(A;x)= {x∗ ∈X: 〈x∗, h〉 0 for all h ∈ T (A;x)}.
If A is convex then N(A;x) can be written as
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where ∂ is the subdifferential in the sense of convex analysis and ψA(x)= 0 if x ∈A and
+∞ otherwise. Let us recall the following result of [20] on the function ∆S.
Proposition 2.1 [20]. Let S ⊂ Y be a closed convex cone with nonempty interior and
S 
= Y . The function ∆S(.) is convex positively homogeneous, 1-Lipschitzian, nondecreas-
ing with respect to the order introduced by S. Moreover, it is positive on Y \ S negative on
Int(S) and 0 on the boundary of S.
One has the following result as a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.2. Let S be any closed convex cone of Y with nonempty interior. Then for all
x ∈X,0 /∈ ∂∆S(x).
The following lemma has been proved by Amahroq and Taa [1].
Lemma 2.1 [1]. Let (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ C. If (x, y) is a weak local Pareto minimal
point of (P ) with respect to Y+ then (x, y) is a local minimal point of the unconstrained
problem
(P1) Minimize f (x, y)+ d
(
(x, y), (C × Y )∩ gr(F )),
where f (x, y) :=∆− IntY+(y − y).
We close this section by the following notations and definition which will be used in this
paper. We denote by Y ∗ (respectively, Z∗) the topological dual of Y (respectively, of Z).
For a closed cone D of Y , Do will be the negative polar of D, that is
Do := {y∗ ∈ Y ∗: 〈y∗, y〉 0 ∀y ∈D}.
3. Subdifferentials of multifunctions
In this section, we introduce the concept of the weak subdifferential for multifunctions.
Properties of this notion are given in Sawaragi and Tanino [16] and also in Sawaragi
et al. [17]. In the next, by using the Lemma 2.1, we establish a characterization of this
subdifferential by scalarization, and we derive by another proof (different to one given by
Lin [10]) the generalized Moreau–Rockafellar type theorem for multifunctions.
Let L(X,Y ) be a set of all continuous linear operators from X into Y . The following
definition has been introduced in [16].
Definition 3.1. Let F be a multifunction from C ⊂X into Y , x ∈ C and y ∈ F(x). A linear
operator T ∈ L(X,Y ) is said to be a weak subgradient for y of F at x if
y − T x ∈ W.Min
⋃ (
F(x)− T x).
x∈C
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F at x and is denoted by ∂WF(x, y). Moreover, F is said to be weakly subdifferential at x
if for all y ∈ F(x), ∂WF(x, y) 
= ∅.
If x ∈ C and y ∈ F(x) then it is easy to see from Definition 3.1 that y ∈ W.Min⋃
x∈C F(x) if and only if 0 ∈ ∂WF(x, y).
Now, we start with our first main result in this section which will be used in the proof
of Theorem 3.2. Before, let us recall the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1 [15]. Let D1 and D2 be two nonempty convex sets of X and x ∈D1 ∩D2.
If IntD1 ∩D 
= ∅ then
N(D1 ∩D2;x)= ∂ψD1∩D2(x)= ∂(ψD1 +ψD2)(x)=N(D1;x)+N(D2;x).
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a multifunction Y+-convex from X into Y and y ∈ F(x). Then
T ∈ ∂WF(x, y) if and only if there exists y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o \ {0} such that〈
y∗, y − y − T (x − x)〉 0 ∀x ∈X and ∀y ∈ F(x).
Proof. Assume that T ∈ ∂WF(x, y). Then
y − T x ∈ W.Min
⋃
x∈X
(
F(x)− T x).
Put H(x) := F(x)− y − T (x − x ) for all x ∈ X. Hence 0 ∈ H(x). It follows that 0 ∈
W.Min
⋃
x∈X H(x)= W.Min
⋃
x∈X[H(x)+ Y+]. Suppose the contrary. There is x0 ∈X
and y0 ∈H(x0) such that
−y0 ∈ IntY+. (3.1)
Hence there exists y1 ∈ F(x0) such that
y0 = y1 + y − T (x0 − x).
By relation (3.1) we have
y1 − T x0 ∈ y − T x − IntY+
which contradicts that y−T x ∈W.Min⋃x∈X(F(x)−T x). By Lemma 2.1, it follows that
(x,0) ∈ min∆− IntY+(y)+ dgr(H+Y+)(x, y) subject to (x, y) ∈X× Y.
Hence
(0,0) ∈ {0} × ∂∆− IntY+(0)+Ngr(H+Y+)(x,0).
There exists y∗ ∈ ∂∆− IntY+(0) such that
(0,−y∗) ∈Ngr(H+Y+)(x,0).
Proposition 2.2 ensures that y∗ 
= 0. By convexity of gr(H + Y+), it follows
〈y∗,−y〉 0 ∀y ∈H(x)+ Y+,
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〈y∗, y〉 0 ∀y ∈H(x),
that is〈
y∗, y − y − T (x − x)〉 0 ∀y ∈ F(x). (3.2)
Let us prove the reverse implication. Suppose the contrary. There exist x0 ∈ X and y0 ∈
F(x0) such that
y − T x − y0 + T x0 ∈ IntY+.
Since y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o \ {0}, it follows
〈−y∗, y − T x − y0 + T x0〉< 0,
which contradicts the relation (3.2). This completes the proof of the theorem. ✷
We can now prove the following generalized Moreau–Rockafellar type theorem of The-
orem 3.1, Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let F1 and F2 be two multifunctions from X into Y , and F1 and F2 be Y+-
convex on X. If Int(epiF1) ∩ epi(F2) 
= ∅, then for x ∈ dom(F1) ∩ dom(F2), y1 ∈ F1(x)
and y2 ∈ F2(x) we have
∂W (F1 + F2)(x, y1 + y2)⊂ ∂WF1(x, y1)+ ∂WF2(x, y2).
Proof. Let T ∈ ∂W (F1 + F2)(x, y1 + y2). Put
H1(x) := F1(x)− y1 − T (x − x) and H2(x) := F2(x)− y2.
It follows that
0 ∈ (H1 +H2)(x)
and
(x,0) ∈ W.Min
⋃
x∈X
(H1 +H2)(x)=W.Min
⋃
x∈X
(H1 +H2 + Y+)(x).
Therefore by Lemma 2.1 we have
(x,0) ∈ min∆− IntY+(y − y1 − y2)+ dgr(H1+H2+Y+)(x, y).
Hence there exists y∗ ∈ ∂∆− IntY+(0) such that
(0,−y∗) ∈N(gr(H1 +H2 + Y+); (x,0)).
Proposition 2.2 ensures that y∗ 
= 0. By convexity of gr(H1 +H2 + Y+), it follows that
〈y∗, y − 0〉 0 ∀y ∈ gr(H1 +H2 + Y+),
and we easily see that y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o. Since Y+ + Y+ ⊂ Y+ and gr(F1 + Y+)+ gr(F2 +
Y+)⊂ gr(F1 + F2 + Y+), then for all (x, y1, y2) ∈X× Y × Y ,
ψgr(F +Y+)(x, y1)+ψgr(F +Y+)(x, y2)+
〈
y∗, y1 + y2 − (y1 + y2)− T (x − x)
〉
 0.1 2
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(0,0,0) ∈N(gr(F1 + Y+); (x, y1))× {0} + N˜(gr(F2 + Y+); (x, y1, y2))
+ (0, y∗,0)+ (0,0, y∗)+ ((−T )∗oy∗,0,0),
where T ∗ is the adjoint operator of T and N˜(gr(F2 + Y+); (x, y1, y2)) = N(gr(F2 +
Y+); (x, y2)). Hence there exist (x∗1 , y∗1 ) ∈ N(gr(F1 + Y+); (x, y1)) and (x∗2 , y∗2 ) ∈
N(gr(F2 + Y+); (x, y2)) such that
(0,0,0)= (x∗1 , y∗1 ,0)+ (x∗2 ,0, y∗2 )+ (0, y∗,0)+ (0,0, y∗)+
(
(−T )∗oy∗,0,0).
Hence
T ∗oy∗ = x∗1 + x∗2 ,
(x∗1 ,−y∗) ∈N
(
gr(F1 + Y+); (x, y1)
)
,
and
(x∗2 ,−y∗) ∈N
(
gr(F2 + Y+); (x, y2)
)
,
that is
T ∗oy∗ = x∗1 + x∗2 , (3.3)
〈x∗1 , x − x〉 + 〈−y∗, y1 − y1〉 0 ∀y1 ∈ F1(x), (3.4)
and
〈x∗2 , x − x〉 + 〈−y∗, y2 − y2〉 0 ∀y2 ∈ F2(x). (3.5)
From relations (3.3) and (3.4), it follows
〈T ∗oy∗ − x∗2 , x − x〉 + 〈−y∗, y1 − y1〉 0 ∀y1 ∈ F(x). (3.6)
Since y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o \ {0} then there exists y0 ∈ − IntY+ such that 〈y∗, y0〉 = 1. We
define L :X→ Y by L(x)= 〈x∗2 , x〉y0. Then y∗oL= x∗2 . By relation (3.6) we get
〈T ∗oy∗ − y∗oL,x − x〉 + 〈−y∗, y1 − y1〉 0 ∀y1 ∈ F1(x),
which is equivalent to〈
y∗, T x − T x −L(x − x)〉+ 〈−y∗, y1 − y1〉 0 ∀y1 ∈ F1(x).
Hence〈
y∗, y1 − y1 − (−L+ T )(x − x)
〉
 0 ∀y1 ∈ F1(x)
and 〈
y∗, y2 − y2 −L(x − x)
〉
 0 ∀y2 ∈ F2(x).
By Theorem 3.1, we have
T −L ∈ ∂WF1(x, y1) and L ∈ ∂WF2(x, y2),
which completes the proof of the theorem. ✷
To give a consequence of Theorem 3.2, let us recall the following definition of [16].
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x0 ∈ C if there exists a continuous function from C into Y such that f (x) ∈ F(x) for all x
in some neighborhood of x0.
Let us prove the following lemma which will be used in Corollary 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let F1 and F2 be two multifunctions from the set
E := {x ∈X: F1(x) 
= ∅ and F2(x) 
= ∅}
into Y , and F1 and F2 be Y+-convex on E. If F1 is connected at some x0 ∈ IntE, then
Int
(
epi(F1)
)∩ epi(F2) 
= ∅.
Proof. Since F1 is connected at x0 ∈ IntE then Int(epi(F1)) 
= ∅. Let us prove that
Int
(
epi(F1)
)∩ epi(F2) 
= ∅.
Suppose the contrary. There exist nonzero (x∗, y∗) ∈X∗ × Y ∗ and α ∈R such that
〈x∗, u〉 + 〈y∗, a〉 α  〈x∗, v〉 + 〈y∗, b〉
∀(u, a) ∈ epi(F1) and (v, b) ∈ epi(F2). (3.7)
Furthermore
〈x∗, u〉 + 〈y∗, a〉< α ∀(v, b) ∈ Int(epi(F1)). (3.8)
From relation (3.7) it follows that y∗ 
= 0. Suppose that y∗ = 0, then
〈x∗, x0 − v〉< 0 for all v ∈E.
Since x0 ∈ IntE then there exists a neighborhoodU of 0 such that x0 +U ⊂ IntE. Hence
〈x∗, u〉< 0 for all u ∈U.
This leads to contradiction. Hence y∗ 
= 0. From relations (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that
〈y∗, y〉< 0 for all y ∈ IntY+
and
〈y∗, y〉 0 for all y ∈ Y+.
This contradiction shows that Int(epi(F1))∩ epi(F2) 
= ∅. ✷
We can now prove the following corollary of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. Another
proof has also been given by Lin [11]. His method is different and depends heavily on the
use of the Hahn–Banach separation theorem.
Corollary 3.1. Let F1 and F2 be two multifunctions from the set E := {x ∈X: F1(x) 
= ∅
and F2(x) 
= ∅} into Y , and F1 and F2 be Y+-convex on E. If F1 is connected at some
x0 ∈ IntE then for x ∈E and y1 ∈ F1(x), y2 ∈ F2(x), we have
∂W (F1 + F2)(x, y1 + y2)⊂ ∂WF1(x, y1)+ ∂WF2(x, y2).
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Int
(
epi(F1)
)∩ epi(F2) 
= ∅.
Hence the proof of the corollary follows from Theorem 3.2. ✷
4. Optimality conditions
In this section, with no assumption, we establish optimality conditions in terms of La-
grange, Fritz and John, and under some conditions, we obtain the Lagrange–Kuhn–Tucker
multipliers of the problem (P ). When all the data of the problem (P ) are subconvexlike
we derive the result by Li [10], and hence those of Lin [11] and Corley [4]. Before stating
the theorem which gives necessary optimality conditions for weak Pareto minimal point
of the problem (P ), we introduce a few lemmas. Throughout the following multifunction
(F,G) from X into Y ×Z is defined by
(F,G)(x)= F(x)×G(x) for all x ∈X.
Lemma 4.1. Let (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈C andG(x)∩−Z+ 
= ∅. If (x, y) is a weak Pareto
minimal point of (P ) with respect to Y+ then for all z ∈G(x) ∩ −Z+ , we have (y, z) is
a weak Pareto minimal point of Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)] with respect to Y+ ×Z+,
where Cl denotes the topological closure.
Proof. First, we check that (y, z) ∈ Cl[(F,G)(C) + Int(Y+ × Z+)]. Take (t0, u0) ∈
Int(Y+ ×Z+) and λn > 0 such that (λn)→ 0 for n→∞. Then for all n ∈N
(y, z)+ λn(t0, u0) ∈ (F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+).
Since ((y, z)+ λn(t0, u0))→ (y, z) for n→∞, it follows
(y, z) ∈ Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)].
Next, let us prove that (y, z) ∈ W.Min Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)]. Suppose the con-
trary. There is (y0, z0) ∈ Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)] such that
(y, z)− (y0, z0) ∈ Int(Y+ ×Z+).
There exist sequences ((tn, un))n∈N ⊂ Int(Y+ ×Z+), ((yn, zn))n∈N ⊂ Y ×Z and (xn)n∈N
⊂ C with (yn, zn) ∈ (F,G)(xn) for each n such that(
(yn, zn)+ (tn, un)
)
n∈N→ (y0, z0).
Hence there exists N ∈N such that for all nN ,
(y, z)− (yn, zn) ∈ Int(Y+ ×Z+),
that is, for all nN ,
y − yn ∈ IntY+ and zn ∈ − IntZ+,
which contradicts that (x, y) is a weak Pareto minimal point of (P ). ✷
Let us recall a result of Clarke [3] on distance functions that will be used in the proof of
Lemma 4.2.
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x gives a local minimum of f relative to a subset A of the metric space F . Then x gives a
local unconstrained minimum of f + kdA.
From definition of weak Pareto minimal point, Propositions 2.1 and 4.1, we can derive
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a nonempty subset of Y and y ∈ A. If y is a weak Pareto minimal
point of A with respect to Y+ then
y ∈min∆− IntY+(y − y)+ dA(y) subject to y ∈ Y.
Proof. We first prove that y is a minimal point of the problem
Minimize ∆− IntY+(y − y) subject to y ∈A.
Suppose the contrary. There is y0 ∈A such that
∆− IntY+(y − y) < 0.
By Proposition 2.1, we have
y0 − y ∈ − IntY+,
that is
y − y0 ∈ IntY+,
which contradicts the fact that y ∈W.MinA. The proof of the lemma is complete by Propo-
sitions 2.1 and 4.1. ✷
We can now, state the necessary optimality conditions in terms of Lagrange–Fritz–John
multipliers for problem (P ).
Theorem 4.1. Let (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ C and G(x) ∩ −Z+ 
= ∅. If (x, y) is a Pareto
minimal point of (P ) with respect to Y+ then for all z ∈ G(x) ∩ −Z+ there exist y∗ ∈
(−Y+)o and z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o with (y∗, z∗) 
= (0,0) such that
(−y∗,−z∗) ∈N(Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)]; (y, z)).
Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we have
(0,0) ∈ ∂∆− Int(Y+×Z+)(0,0)+ ∂odCl[(F,G)(C)+Int(Y+×Z+)](y, z).
Since
∂odCl[(F,G)(C)+Int(Y+×Z+)](y, z)⊂N
(
Cl
[
(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)]; (y, z))
then
(0,0) ∈ ∂∆− Int(Y+×Z+)(0,0)+N
(
Cl
[
(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)]; (y, z)).
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(−y∗,−z∗) ∈N(Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)]; (y, z)).
By Proposition 2.2 we have (y∗, z∗) 
= (0,0). From definition of (y∗, z∗) one has
〈y∗, y〉 + 〈z∗, z〉 0 for all y ∈−Y+ and z ∈ −Z+.
Hence
y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o and z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o. ✷
We can now prove the following corollary of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.1. Let (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ C and G(x) ∩ −Z+ 
= ∅. Suppose that the
multifunction (F,G) is (Y+×Z+)-nearly subconvexlike onC. If (x, y) is a Pareto minimal
point of (P ) with respect to Y+ then for all z ∈G(x) ∩−Z+ there exists (y∗, z∗) 
= (0,0)
with y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o and z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o such that
〈z∗, z〉 = 0
and
0 ∈ ∂W (y∗oF + z∗oG)
(
x, 〈y∗, y〉),
that is (x, 〈y∗, y〉) is a minimal point of the following problem with respect to R+:
Minimize
〈
y∗,F (x)
〉+ 〈z∗,G(x)〉 subject to x ∈ C.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 there exist y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o and z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o with (y∗, z∗) 
= (0,0)
such that
(−y∗,−z∗) ∈N(Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)]; (y, z)). (4.1)
Since the multifunction (F,G) is (Y+ × Z+)-nearly subconvexlike on C then
Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)] is a convex set. Hence from relation (4.1), it follows
〈−y∗, u− y〉 + 〈−z∗, v − z〉 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ Cl[(F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+)].
Therefore, we have
〈y∗, u− y〉 + 〈z∗, v − z〉 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ (F,G)(C)+ Int(Y+ ×Z+).
Hence
〈
(y∗, z∗), (y, z)+ (t, h)− (y, z)〉 0
∀(y, z) ∈ (F,G)(C) and (t, h) ∈ IntY+ × IntZ+.
Take t0 ∈ IntY+ and λn > 0 such that (λn)→ 0 for n→∞; then〈
(y∗, z∗), (y, z)+ (λnt0, h)− (y, z)
〉
 0 ∀(y, z) ∈ (F,G)(C) ∀n ∈N.
Letting n→∞, we get
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∀y ∈ F(x), z ∈G(x), h ∈ IntZ+ and x ∈C. (4.2)
By taking x = x and y = y in relation (4.2), it follows that for all z ∈G(x) and h ∈ IntZ+
〈z∗, z+ h− z〉 0. (4.3)
We have two cases: (1) z is in the boundary of −Z+; then by Proposition 2.1 we have
〈z∗, z〉 = 0.
(2) z ∈ − IntZ+. Let h0 ∈ IntZ+ and λ ∈]0,1[. Then by convexity of − IntZ+ we get〈
z∗, λ(h0 − z)+ z
〉
 0 ∀z ∈G(x) and ∀λ ∈]0,1[.
Letting λ→ 0, we get
〈z∗, z〉 0 ∀z ∈G(x)∩−Z+,
hence
〈z∗, z〉 0. (4.4)
Since z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o and z ∈ −Z+, it follows from (4.4) that
〈z∗, z〉 = 0. (4.5)
Hence, from relations (4.2) and (4.5), it follows
〈y∗, y〉 + 〈z∗, z〉 〈y∗, y〉 ∀x ∈C, y ∈ F(x) and z ∈G(x). (4.6)
Since 〈y∗, y〉 + 〈z∗, z〉 ∈ ⋃x∈C[〈y∗,F (x)〉 + 〈z∗,G(x)〉] it follows from (4.6) that
(x, 〈y∗, y〉 + 〈z∗, z〉) is a minimal point of the following problem with respect to R+:
Minimize
[〈
y∗,F (x)
〉+ 〈z∗,G(x)〉] subject to x ∈C,
that is
〈y∗, y〉 + 〈z∗, z〉 ∈ min
⋃
x∈C
[〈
y∗,F (x)
〉+ 〈z∗,G(x)〉],
which is equivalent to
0 ∈ ∂W (y∗oF + z∗oG)
(
x, 〈y∗, y〉).
Thus the proof of the corollary is completed. ✷
If we add a further condition in Corollary 4.1, we obtain necessary optimality conditions
in terms of Lagrange–Kuhn–Tucker multipliers of problem (P ).
Corollary 4.2. Let (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ C and G(x) ∩ −Z+ 
= ∅. Suppose that the
multifunction (F,G) is (Y+ ×Z+)-nearly subconvexlike on C. If there exists x0 ∈ C such
that G(x0) ∩ − IntZ+ 
= ∅ and if (x, y) is a Pareto minimal point of (P ) with respect to
Y+, then for all z ∈G(x)∩−Z+ there exists Λ ∈ L(Z,Y ) such that
Λz= 0
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0 ∈ ∂W (F +ΛoG)(x, y),
that is (x, y) is a weak Pareto minimal point of the following problem with respect to Y+
Minimize (F +ΛoG)(x) subject to x ∈C,
where L(Z,Y ) is the set of all continuous linear operators from Z into Y .
Proof. By Corollary 4.1 there exist y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o and z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o with (y∗, z∗) 
= (0,0)
such that
〈z∗, z〉 = 0
and
〈y∗, y〉 + 〈z∗, z〉 〈y∗, y〉 ∀x ∈C, y ∈ F(x) and z ∈G(x). (4.7)
Suppose that y∗ = 0. Then from relation (4.7) we get
〈z∗, z〉 0 ∀x ∈ C and z ∈G(x). (4.8)
By our hypothesis there exists x0 ∈ C and z0 ∈G(x0) such that
z0 ∈ − IntZ+.
Hence
〈z∗, z0〉< 0.
From (4.8) we have
〈z∗, z0〉 0.
This contradiction shows that y∗ 
= 0. Since y∗ ∈ (−Y+)o \ {0} then there exists
y0 ∈ − IntY+ such that 〈y∗, y0〉 = 1. We define Λ :Z → Y by Λ(z) = 〈z∗, z〉y0. Then
y∗oΛ= z∗. Hence the proof follows. ✷
We can now derive the result by Li [10] as a consequence of Corollary 4.1. The proof
given by Li [10] is different and depends heavily on the use of the alternative theorem.
Corollary 4.3. Let (x, y) ∈ gr(F ) with x ∈ C and G(x) ∩ −Z+ 
= ∅. Suppose that the
multifunction (F,G) is (Y+ × Z+)-subconvexlike on C into Y × Z. If (x, y) is a Pareto
minimal point of (P ) with respect to Y+ then for all z ∈ G(x) ∩ −Z+ there exist y∗ ∈
(−Y+)o and z∗ ∈ (−Z+)o with (y∗, z∗) 
= (0,0) such that
〈z∗, z〉 = 0
and
0 ∈ ∂W (y∗oF + z∗oG)
(
x, 〈y∗, y〉),
that is (x, 〈y∗, y〉) is a minimal point of the following problem with respect to R+:
Minimize
〈
y∗,F (x)
〉+ 〈z∗,G(x)〉 subject to x ∈ C.
Proof. Since every subconvexlike multifunction is nearly subconvexlike (by using the re-
mark below Definition 2.3), thus the proof of the corollary follows from Corollary 4.1. ✷
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We preserve the notations given in the previous sections and we consider the following
perturbed multiobjective optimization problem (Pu) which consists in minimize for u the
set-valued mapping G(u,x) over all x ∈H(u), with respect to Y+:
(Pu) Minimize G(u,u) subject to x ∈H(u),
where G (respectively, H ) is the multifunction from U ×X into Y (respectively, from U
into X). We can define another multifunction F from U into Y by
F(u)=G(u,H(u)).
The optimal value multifunction M(u) of the problem (Pu) is defined from U into Y by
M(u)=MinF(u) for all u ∈U.
M is often called the perturbation multifunction (see Tanino [23]). In usual scalarization
optimization, where Y = R, Y+ = R+ and G is a single-valued function, M is at most
single-valued and so it can be identified with the function
m(u) :=min{G(u,x): x ∈H(u)}.
By using the generalized Moreau–Rockafellar type theorem we establish the weak sub-
differential of M in terms of the weak subdifferential of G and the weak subdifferential
of H .
The following definition is given in Tanino [23].
Definition 5.1. Let (u, y) ∈ gr(M). The multifunction F from U into Y is said to be Y+-
minicomplete at u if there exists neighborhood V of u such that
F(u)⊂M(u)+ Y+ for all u ∈ V.
Now, we can give our first main result in this section.
Theorem 5.1. Let y ∈M(u). If F is Y+-convex from U into Y and Y+-minicomplete at u
then
∂WM(u,y)⊂ ∂WF(u, y).
Proof. Let T ∈ ∂WM(u, y). Then
y − T u ∈W.Min
⋃
u∈U
[
M(u)− T u],
that is
M(u)− T u⊂ y − T u+ Y \− IntY+ ∀u ∈U.
Since F is Y+-minicomplete at u, then there exists a neighborhood V of u such that
F(u)⊂M(u)+ Y+ for all u ∈ V.
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F(u)− T u⊂ y − T u+ Y \ − IntY+ for all u ∈ V.
Since F is Y+-convex then for all λ ∈]0,1] and u0 ∈U then we have
(1− λ)F (u)+ λF(u0)⊂ F
(
(1− λ)u+ λu0
)+ Y+.
For λ so small then
(1− λ)F (u)+ λF(u0)− T
(
(1− λ)u+ λu0
)⊂ y − T u+ Y \− IntY+,
that is
(1− λ)y + λF(u0)− (1− λ)T u− λT u0 ⊂ y − T u+ Y \ − IntY+,
which is equivalent to
λF(u0)− λT u0 ⊂ λy − λT u+ Y \ − IntY+.
Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. ✷
Let us prove the following lemmas which will be used in Theorem 5.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let x ∈H(u) and y ∈G(u,x). If T ∈ ∂WF(u, y) then
(T ,0) ∈ ∂WΦ(u,x, y),
where Φ(u,x)=G(u,x)+ Rgr(H)(u, x) with Rgr(H)(u, x)= 0 if x ∈ H(u) and ∅ other-
wise.
Proof. Let T ∈ ∂WF(u, y). Then
F(u)− T u⊂ y − T u+ Y \ − IntY+ for all u ∈ U.
Hence for all (u, x) ∈U ×X,
G(x,u)+Rgr(H)(x,u)− T u− 0x ⊂ y − T u− 0x + Y \ − IntY+.
Hence the proof of the lemma is complete. ✷
Lemma 5.2. Let x ∈H(u) and y ∈G(u,x). Suppose that the multifunctionG (respectively,
H) is Y+-convex from U ×X into Y (respectively, is convex from U into X, that is whose
graph is convex subset of the product space U ×X). If Int(epi(G))∩ epi(Rgr(H)) 
= ∅, then
∂WF(u, y)× {0} ⊂ ∂WG
(
(u, x), y
)+ ∂WRgr(H)((u, x),0).
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 3.2. ✷
From Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we can derive the weak subdifferential of M in
terms of the weak subdifferential of G and the weak subdifferential of H .
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tively, H ) is Y+-convex from U ×X into Y (respectively, is convex from U into X). If F is
Y+-minicomplete at u and if Int(epi(G))∩ epi(Rgr(H)) 
= ∅, then
∂WM(u,y)× {0} ⊂ ∂WG
(
(u, x), y
)+ ∂WRgr(H)((u, x),0).
Proof. By convexity of G and H it follows that F is Y+-convex. Hence the proof of the
theorem follows from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2. ✷
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